Short information about examination in April, on courses given in English

The exams below are relevant.

- **FMNF05 Numerical Analysis**
  As in March. For information contact Alexandros.Sopasakis@math.lth.se

- **FMNF10 Numerical Analysis**
  Zoom surveillance. Exam not split into parts. Canvas page with more information should be published by March 31.
  For information contact Eskil.Hansen@math.lth.se

- **FMNN10 Numerical Methods for Differential Equations**
  As in January. Zoom surveillance. Exam not split into parts. Canvas page with more information should be published by March 31.
  For information contact Tony.Stillfjord@math.lth.se

- **FMAN10 Algebraic structures**
  As in March. Zoom surveillance. Exam not split into parts. Information available on Course Canvas Page. For information contact Arne.Meurman@math.lu.se

- **FMAN60 Optimization**
  As in January BUT not split into parts. Zoom surveillance and Respondus. Canvas page with more information should be published by March 31.
  For information contact Stefan.Diehl@math.lth.se
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